
New Year:  
New Hope

Luke 2:22-40



Jesus is the only true 
source of hope.



The Story
• Jesus is born


• Mary and Joseph bring Jesus to the temple for 
purification


• Simeon prophecies about Jesus


• Anna thanks God for Jesus


• Mary and Joseph do everything according to the Law


• They return to Nazareth and Jesus grows
Luke 2:22-40



Where is Your Hope?
• Idolatry: placing our ultimate hope in life in anything other 

than God


• The promise of idols: If I can only get _____, then I’ll be 
happy and satisfied


• Idols leave us disappointed


• Idols lead us to make decisions with short-term perspective


• God is the only source of hope that won’t fail us and will 
lead us to live with long-term perspective

Luke 2:22-40



How Reliable is Your Source 
of Hope?

• If the characters in this passage hoped in anything less 
than God, they would have given up from discouragement


• Hoping in idols leads to discouragement, disappointment, 
and disillusionment 

Luke 2:22-40



– Madonna in Vanity Fair

“I have an iron will, and all of my will has always 
been to conquer some horrible feeling of 

inadequacy. I’m always struggling with that fear. I 
push past one spell of it and discover myself as a 

special human being, and then I get to another stage 
and think I'm mediocre and uninteresting. And I find 
a way to get myself out of that. Again and again. My 

drive in life is from this horrible fear of being 
mediocre. And that's always pushing me, pushing 

me. Because even though I've become Somebody, I 
still have to prove that Somebody. My struggle has 

never ended and it probably never will.” 



How Reliable is Your Source 
of Hope?

• If the characters in this passage hoped in anything less 
than God, they would have given up from discouragement


• Hoping in idols leads to discouragement, disappointment, 
and disillusionment 


• Idols promise us the world, but never keep their promises
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How Reliable is Your Source 
of Hope?

• What God does in this passage:


• Keeps His promises (v. 29)


• Sends salvation for His people (v. 30)


• Brings glory to Israel and light to the Gentiles (v. 32)
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How Can You Tell What 
You’re Hoping In?

• What do I worry about the most?


• What do I use to comfort myself when things go bad or get 
difficult?


• What preoccupies me? What do I daydream about?


• Early on, what do I want to make sure people know about me?


• What prayer, unanswered, would make me seriously think about 
turning away from God?


• What do I really want and expect out of life? What would really 
make me happy?
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How Do We Hope in God?
• Step 1: Recognise the weakness of idols and turn from 

them


• Step 2: Trust God’s promises
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